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TTO @ University of Wisconin
Founded in 1925 in Madison, United States

Mission – Technology Transfer

Bringing research into production – an attempt to bridge TRL 1-3 to 6+



The ‘Patent Rush’
Started in the late ‘70s and early 80’s

Mission – Technology Transfer

Bayh-Doyle Act – public research disclosures owned by institutions instead of government

Removal of Professors privilege – universities owners of research

Success is not associated with universities owning patents



In 1991, the total license 
revenue for US universities 
was $130 million, in 2018 it 
was $2.9 billion.



However, 15 US universities 
produce nearly 70% of the US 
license income.



Since 1970, Stanford had over 
5,000 patents issued, only 79 
of those generated more than 
a million, only 3 generated 
more than $100 million.



It is a people’s game

Transactions are short-term, relationships are there to stay



University Partnership Canvas

The University 
Partnership Canvas is 
a way to: 

• Assess the current 
partnership 
approach

• Identify matches 
and mismatches in 
your approach

• Identify the impact 
of changing goals

YOUR 
PERSPECTIVE

YOUR 
PARTNER’S

PERSPECTIVE

ACTIVITIES & 
VALUE 
PROPOSITION

SUPPORT, 
CHALLENGES 
& SUCCESS



Goals & Objectives – What 
drives you in your work, and 

what are your key focus areas 

Your goals & objectives drive partnerships



BMW
Munich, Germany

1. Prioritizes future research topics for strategic 

collaboration partners

2. Aligns different functions within the company

3. Legitimizes external collaboration through 

hierarchy

4. Incentivizes external collaboration through 

co-funding

HR

Marketing

R&D

Coordinator

Project proposerProduction

University Strategy Circle



Advanced Metropolitan 

Solutions Institute
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

AMS is a unique collaboration between knowledge institutions 

(Technical University Delft, Wageningen University and MIT), 

business (Cisco, Shell, IBM, ESA) and public stakeholders.

- Stakeholders committed $300m+ for 10 years
- Collaboration is embedded in the DNA

- Focus on benefits to society and business



Partner – Finding the right 
partner with the right goals and 

objectives
A key success factor in university-industry partnerships

is finding the right people to work with



Five key business goals that drive partnerships

Goals

• Short-term, incremental problem-solving within an existing product line / 

“Extended workbench”

• Long-term development of new technologies and solutions that may lead to 

new product lines or new businesses areas / “Deep exploration”

• Talent identification and hiring from undergraduates to PhDs to post-docs

• Systematic exposure to new start-ups

• Publicity and political influence



Colocation approach

• Located at Karlsruhe Institute of 

Technology (KIT) as a hub for high-tech 

and digital start-ups, own innovation and 

new business activities

• Provides students, researchers, 

entrepreneurs and ZEISS employees the 

opportunity to practice an open 

innovation culture first-hand

• Although co-located at KIT, it works 

closely with various universities in the 

region, hence effectively embracing 

proximity based collaboration

Hub Goals

• To tap into the innovation ecosystem 

• To develop innovative start-ups

• To attract and develop talent

ZEISS Innovation Hub @KIT



Activities – Finding the right 
partner with the right goals and 

objectives



Ways of working together

Mobility of staff Joint curriculum design and delivery

Collaborative R&D

Entrepreneur spin-in

Student start-ups

R&D licensing

Academic spin out

Innovation competitions

Testing service

R&D consulting

Strategic partnershipsRELATIONAL

TRANSACTIONAL

Research-driven Education-driven

Dual-study programs

Bespoke teaching

Industrial PhDs | Chairs

Resource sharing (incl. institute co-location, science/industrial parks, incubators, accelerators equipment)

Sponsorships

Hackathons

Lifelong learning

©2021 University Industry Innovation Network B.V. 



Examples of collaboration

Student projects with business

Financed curricula-bound projects support research at 
the centre and increased student employability:
• Projects overseen by a PhD student which project 

experience
• Projects managed by master students
• Projects executed by bachelor students

Features:
• Intial briefing and then re-briefing
• Taking minutes weekly sent to partner
• On-site visit
• Tools used each semester
• Research undertaken
• Presentation
• Fee of €7,500

Discovery Panel – Discovering new market for 

research
Students “shape-up” research from universities to identify and 
develop potential markets:

▪ Innovation marketing course

▪ Develop a marketing plan for an actual new discovery 

▪ Combines theoretical instruction and live project work

▪ Live projects working together with partners:

- University researchers commercialising

- Entrepreneurial start-ups testing concepts

- SMEs looking for new opportunities 

- NGOs seeking new income streams



SAAB – Linköping University
Linköping, Sweden

The regional embeddedness of Linköping University

• Linköping University leads an HEI-driven regional innovation system

• The University has a strategic relationship with Saab 

• Saab managers also work as adjunct professors 

(20% of their time is spent at the University). They:

- Sit on university boards, 

- Teach in courses, 

- Supervise theses, 

- Mentor researchers and students

• “Industrial PhDs” (who spend 50% of their time in Saab’s workplace and 

half at the university department), collaborative projects and co-

publications are further avenues of cooperation

• Students become more employable (even directly) from programs

• SAAB becomes a more engaging place to work and so improves their 

staff recruitment and retention.



When entering relationships

• Start on common ground

• Transparency on goals/ interests

• Clear articulation of what each party 

wants to achieve

• Take time to understand the other 

party's objectives

• Jointly agree upon objectives and 

success measures

• Invest time into exploring and finding 

shared priorities to work on

When collaborating 

• Focus on a few topics instead of 

trying to cooperate on everything

• Honest evaluation along the 

process

• Scheduled and structured quarterly 

business review 

• Account management/key 

account model needs to work on 

both sides

• Open and transparent 

communication

Strive towards mutual benefit!

Mutual Expectations | Insights from universities & industry
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Support Structures, Challenges 
and Success



Siemens 
Research and Innovation Ecosystem (RIE) program

Aims to address today’s challenges with future technologies in a collaborative way, including 

the whole ecosystem (internal and external stakeholders, researchers, employees, customers, 

founders, students, and creative innovative minds) 

Benefits for ecosystem partners:
• Access to Siemens Open Innovation Platform
• Tech mentoring and business contacts for startups

• Jointly leverage funding opportunities

• Customised access to Siemens’ products for 

academic research and education
• International partnership building



Commonly faced challenges – University perspective 

REWARD & 

RECOGNITION

Low incentives to engage 

with external partners

Lack of awareness of 

opportunities or how to 

approach external 

partners

Lack of coordinated 

approaches towards 

engagement

External engagement 

activities not always 

recognised or rewarded

Examples of successful 

partnerships aren’t always 

shared and 

communicated across 

the university

Little support in 

professional 

development, events or 

other activities for staff

COMMUNICATION
SUPPORTING 

MECHANISMS



Partnership Challenges – Business perspective

BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

What are the main challenges 

for corporates in building 

partnerships with universities?

• Scalability of relationships 

• Differing timescales

• Incentive structures at universities

• Finding the best ways to work together

• Prioritising collaborations to maximise

impact for all 

• Maintaining strategic partnerships

• Complexity in navigating internal 

structures



Recruiting efficiency
• Offer Acceptance

• Cost per Recruit

• Offer Acceptance Time

• New Employee Referrals

Recruiting quality
• Job Performance

• Promotion

• Recognition 

• Leadership

• Retention

Collaboration quality
• Joint Publications, Patents

• Expert Exchange

• Business Impact

• Talent Impact

Collaboration efficiency
• Cash Investments

• Public Funding

• Joint Projects

• Engagement Rate



When you get
back to work, what

are you going to
do next to make a 

change?



‘THANK YOU!’

– Any comments or questions?


